The nonparametric regression estimator for the finite population total under twostage sampling is introduced using a new technique. In stage one, a sample of clusters is selected and in stage two, sub samples of elements within each selected cluster are obtained. The auxiliary variable is available for all elements in the population and the nonparametric model describes the relationship between the study variable and the auxiliary variable. The kernel and local linear regression is used in the estimation of total without using the expressions of the inclusion probabilities and three scenarios are proposed to estimate the finite population total. The comparison between the two nonparametric methods is performed based on the mean squared error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Also, a comparison between the three scenarios is done. These comparisons are performed using a simulation study.
Introduction
In survey sampling, available information about the study population can be used to construct efficient procedures. The available information, called auxiliary information, may come from a variety of sources such as official registers, a national census, natural resources inventories, and remote sensing data. Although it is often the case in survey sampling that measurements of the study variable are unavailable for the nonsampled portion of the population, we may have auxiliary information available for the entire population. Thus, the use of auxiliary information at the estimation stage of a survey improves the precision of the estimates parameters studied. One approach to using this auxiliary information in estimation is to assume a working model describing the relationship between the study variable of interest and the auxiliary variables. Estimators are then derived on the basis of this model.
Usually a parametric approach is used to represent the relationship between the auxiliary variables and the study variable. But in some situations, the parametric model is not appropriate, and the resulting estimators do not achieve any efficiency gain over purely estimators. A natural alternative first suggested by Kuo (1988) for the distribution function, is to adopt a nonparametric approach, which does not place any restrictions on the relationship between the auxiliary data and the study variable. Other important works in this topic are Chambers et al. (1993) , Dorfman (1993) , and Dorfman and Hall (1993) . More recently, Zheng and Little (2003) proposed a modelbased estimator that uses penalized spline regression, and Zheng and Little (2004) extended this estimator to two-stage sampling designs. Breidt and Opsomer (2000) use the traditional local polynomial regression estimator for the unknown regression function m(x). They assume that m(x) is a smooth function of x and obtain asymptotically design-unbiased and consistent estimators of the finite population total. The local polynomial regression estimator has the form of the generalized regression estimator, but is based on a nonparametric superpopulation model applicable to a much larger class of functions. Breidt, Claeskens, and Opsomer (2005) consider a related nonparametric model-assisted regression estimator, replacing local polynomial smoothing with penalized splines. Kim, Breidt, and Opsomer (2009) extend local polynomial nonparametric regression estimation to two-stage sampling, in which a probability sample of clusters is selected, and then subsamples of elements within each selected cluster are obtained. Two-stage sampling is frequently used because an adequate frame of elements is not available or would be prohibitively expensive to construct, but a listing of clusters is available. Särndal et al. (1992) identify three cases of auxiliary information available for two-stage sampling, depending on whether the information is available at the cluster level, element level for all elements, or element level for elements in selected clusters only, we consider the second of these cases.
In this article, the estimation of total is considered using a new technique. This technique depending on, how we can benefit from the auxiliary information. Where, this technique differs from the common ways in assuming the availability of auxiliary information for all elements in the population and that nonparametric model describe the relationship between population elements and the auxiliary variable. Two nonparametric methods are used, kernel regression and local linear regression.
New technique for estimation
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Kernel Nonparametric regression
Suppose we have a data set that consists of n pairs of observations, 
The goal of kernel nonparametric regression is to estimate ( ) m x by a "local averaging". The average will be constructed in such a way that it is defined only in small neighborhoods around j x . A procedure that has received much attention in the literature is the kernel smoother due the Nadaraya (1964) and Watson (1964) given by
Where ij w is defined by the following:
is called the kernel function, and it may be taken to be a probability density function such as a Gaussian. . The kernel function has the following properties:
Since the selection of kernel function is not critical for the performance of the kernel regression estimator, it will be used the simplified Gaussian kernel. The kernel mentioned here is given by:
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In this case, the Nadaraya -Watson (1964) kernel estimation at any point j x may be obtained by
The parameter b is called the bandwidth also known as window-width parameter or the smoothing parameter. The selection of smoothing parameter is more important than the selection of kernel function for the performance of kernel regression estimator. In practice, selection of b is usually done by trial and error, or this procedure can be done by selection criteria such as cross validation and generalized cross validation. The value of b determines the level of smoothness. Small value of b means the curve is wiggly while the large value generate smooth curve.
Local Polynomial Regression
For the local polynomial regression, the estimate of ( ) m x at any value of x is obtained by the minimization problem 
we can compute β which minimizes (3) by usual formula for a weighted least squares estimator
Then, the local polynomial estimator of the regression function ( )
,
where 1 e is the 1 n × vector having 1 in the first entry and 0 elsewhere. T and 2 T . Now, to estimate the finite population total, we need to estimate 2 T and 3 T (where 1 T doesn't need to estimate because it's the observed units). Two ways to estimate 2 T , the first one is kernel nonparametric regression and the second is local linear regression. Also, the estimate of 3 T will done by three scenarios, will mention by details below. 2 T Using Nonparametric Regression Here, we used a different technique to benefit from the auxiliary information. This technique differs from the common ways in assuming the availability of auxiliary information for all elements in the population and that nonparametric models describe the relationship between clusters elements and the auxiliary variable. Two nonparametric methods are used, kernel regression and local linear regression.
Two stage Sampling
5-1 Estimation of
5-2 Estimation of 2 T Using Kernel Regression
Here, suppose we want to estimate 2
kernel regression, then a natural idea is to get an estimate of
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( ) , and
5-3 Estimation of 2 T Using Local Linear Regression
Here, a seconed term of the finite population total, 2 T , will be estimated. Where,
Then, the estimation of ( )
for each selected cluster k will be obtained, and the local linear regression, which is a special case of the local polynomial regression when 1 p = , will be used.
Under local linear regression, for each selected cluster k , we have 
and, the local linear estimator of the regression function ( ) 
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where,
6-Performance Criteria of the Models
The performance of the model is related with how close are the estimation values to the observed values. Three different consistency criteria are used in order to compare between different methods. These are mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) respectively. These criteria are defined as follows: 
7-Simulation Study
Here, we study the behavior of the estimation of the finite population total with respect to its MSE, MAE, and MAPE using different nonparametric regression methods described in the previous sections.
In the simulation study, covariate values were generated using the uniform distribution (0, 2). The data was simulated from the model 
In stage two from each selected cluster, a simple random sample of size m k elements was selected. Also, Three different choices of m k = 20, m k = 30, and m k = 40 were used for the simulation study.
For each sample selected, we estimate the total by 1 
3ˆT
T T T = + + , the kernel regression and the local linear regression will be used in the estimation. We consider the normal kernel function with bandwidth value 1 5 b n − =
.
[ see Rady and Ziedan (2014) ]. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the values of MSE, MAE and MAPE of the estimation of the finite population total for the two methods of the estimation and the three scenarios. Tables 1, 2 , and 3 summarize the following conclusions about our simulation study:
Results of the Simulation Study
(i) For the three scenarios, the local linear regression estimator is more efficient than the kernel regression at the most.
(ii) Scenario (2) is more efficient than other scenarios at the most. (iii) For the two estimators and three scenarios as the sample sizes increase, the mean squared error (MSE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the man absolute percentage error (MAPE) decrease. 
